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About This Game

Retro Platformer Flare
JumpJet Rex features beautiful hand-drawn 16-bit graphics and classic chiptune music that transfers dino lovers back to the 2-D

glory days of the early 90’s.

Secrets and Collectibles
With dozens of items stashed across the Galaxy, and many secret areas to discover, JumpJet Rex offers plenty to do for the

treasure hunters in the house!

Replayability
With a time challenge twist, players can replay every level multiple times to prove their platforming prowess. Download ghosts

to race against the best players in the world, or compete directly with your friends to see who can post the best times!

Killer Old School Gameplay
Remember when platformers were so tough that people would hurt their hands playing, but feel amazing after getting past a

level? Relive those moments with JumpJet Rex’s strenuous platforming challenges and retro boss battles.

Co-op Mode
Saving all of dinokind from a giant asteroid barreling down on Earth is a pretty tall task for a T-Rex with tiny arms, so players

can team up with a friend to take on challenges. Teammates must coordinate efforts in order to avoid mass obliteration.

Customization and Upgrades
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No two T-Rex’s are alike and fans will be able to customize their character and upgrade their appearance with the loot they
collect on their travels.
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Title: JumpJet Rex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Racing
Developer:
TreeFortress Games
Publisher:
TreeFortress Games
Release Date: 21 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Wait a second, this ain't Guitar Hero III
. I get about 40 FPS max on a good day, but average is about 35 FPS. I have a 6600K and an R9 380X. This game runs awful.. Is
the game fun?
Sure.
Does it have replay value.
Not really.

Is it worth money.
No.

The game isnt bad but in this day and age you can find games like this for free all over the internet.
If you want to spend a few hours playing a simple game.
Go online and type free games.
You get the same level of asmusment.. If you like Breakout with RPG/Adventure-like twist to it, I would recommend it 100%. I
got it during a sale.. Once again, OOTP is the best sports simulation available. No game even comes close to the level of depth,
freedom & strategy that OOTP delivers year after year.

My wishlist for the next OOTP is the same is it was last year. I\u2019d love the ability to name a team captain, more emphasis
on team chemistry, have promotional & giveaway nights, local & accurate food vendors, additional variables to increase
attendance other than team performance (such as promotional nights, added parking, concerts\/fireworks after the game, etc.)
These are all minor things I\u2019d like added, overall my major complaint is the logic of trades are very hit or miss. The AI
still doesn\u2019t seem to grasp the mentality of adding to a contending team at the trade deadline or proper prospects for star
swaps.

Sometimes the sims can get a tad ridiculous, like a reliever giving up 9 runs in an inning or insanely high scoring ball games. But
hey, anything can happen in baseball. OOTP still consistently nails the statistical projections of players, and makes taking over
any team from any league in the world rewarding. If you love baseball, like really love baseball, this is the franchise
you\u2019ve been dreaming of.. costs less than a pack of winnie blues and wont give you cancer either ay thats heaps good..
Game keeps crashing. Haven't managed to play it and would not recommend it.. Me ashoele crid wen it sawn this game it aslso
cout canser. good gaem.
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I loved this so much xD. new game from kingdoms rise dev, beware.. I was looking for a motorcycle Simulator, but this one was
a big fail. let me explain.
1: Serious Motion Sickness, and I dont usually siffer this in other moving games.
2: Illogical controls. it requires you to tilt your head in an very unlogical way.
3: take time to figure you have to press your thumb to change gear.

To Imrpove, we need the following:
1: Better Guide or follow me style of tutorial
2: use the handle bars to balance like we do on a real motorcycle. You can use a Self righting or trailing wheels approach for
beginners.
3: for motion sickness, you can imp[rove by the above control. and buy narrowing the field of view to simulate a helmet.. DLC
is still not available in English...I understand there may be delays, however the DLC should not be sold until it is ready.. its
generally good but i cant get past the mission with the dossier in hue city. it keeps crashing after the heli blows something up.
also ascension wont work on zombies.. Yes! Yes! Yes!. The best part of this DLC is the "Ubisoft-like" trailer......
and mediocre content.

A lot of restriction on customisation (colour-lock). Pity shxtty.
The car models are okay, but hitboxes are like re-skined Octane & Dominus. A bit lazy.
Mr11 looks hot from the sides.
New toppers are just okay.
. imagine this, with like a 10x bigger budget and more content, would be so ♥♥♥♥ing good

it's still fun, make more pls
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